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Introduction to Parkwell

PARKWELL

Parkwell is a management consultancy with extensive experience in
Financial Services sector with particular expertise in the Private Banking,
Wealth and Asset Management sectors.
All our consultants have extensive experience in project management and
programme management; the science of ensuring that projects and larger
programmes are delivered on time, on budget and to the required level of
quality. We have a track record of delivering successful projects on time
and on budget.
The ever-increasing burden of new regulations can significantly impact
financial services firms. We work with our clients to understand the
detailed requirements of new regulations, assess the impact to the
business and to implement the necessary changes to processes and
systems to ensure compliance.
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Our Clients

PARKWELL
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Agenda

PARKWELL

Jason Raikes, Parkwell – Welcome & Introduction
Tim Fassam, PIMFA – “The best of both worlds - ESG for retail customers”
Ian Whyte, Parkwell – Research Findings and “Managing Change Effectively”
Tariq Khan, Objectway – “ESG: Gaining an edge through digital change”
Panel Discussion

Jason Raikes, Parkwell – Conclusion
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Environmental, Social and Governance

PARKWELL

Non financial investment considerations
Investment mandates, specialist funds
Changing client expectations
Regulatory requirements
Wealth management industry reaction
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The Best of Both Worlds - ESG for retail customers
Tim Fassam
Director of Government Relations and Policy
PIMFA

@ PIMFA_UK
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@ PIMFA_UK

Implementation of
the Action Plan:
• SFDR
• Taxonomy
Regulation
• Low Carbon
Benchmark
Regulation

UK Initiatives

@ PIMFA_UK

Climate Change
Act (2008)

Clean Growth
Strategy
(2017)

25 Year Green
Environmental
Plan
(2018)

Road to Zero
Strategy (2018)

Net zero by
2050
(2019)

Green Finance
Strategy
(2019)

UK Post Brexit

@ PIMFA_UK

Position

Update

• High standards: The UK remains committed
to the highest international standards of
regulation.

➢ The Government made a
decision not to onshore
two EU legislative
measures - the SFDR and
EU Taxonomy.

• Sustainable Finance Hub: The UK will lead
the way in providing sustainable finance
services with the largest cluster of financial
firms with deep capital pools.
• UK Approach: Regulation will diverge from
EU guided by what is right for the UK.

➢ In November 2020, the
Chancellor outlined new
proposals ahead of
hosting COP26.

UK Post Brexit Action

@ PIMFA_UK

Commitments
• First country to make Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures (TCFD)
aligned disclosures mandatory.
• Implement a green taxonomy

➢ The UK will take the scientific metrics in the EU taxonomy as its basis and
a UK Green Technical Advisory Group will be established to review.
➢ Joined the International Platform on Sustainable Finance.

Retail Investors and Sustainable Finance

@ PIMFA_UK

Opportunity

Need

• Customers are increasingly interested in
aligning their investments with their
personal values.

• Availability will enable and empower
consumers to get involved and trust in
ESG investing.

• There is competitive advantage in getting
it right.

• Appropriate and flexible regulation will
ensure that the sector can innovate and
consumers can access products.

• ESG investing is no longer 'niche' investing
and it no longer means slow returns.
• Innovation means you can have the best
of both worlds – especially over the
longer term.
• Differentiating between E, S & G will help
consumers navigate.

• Involve the retail investments sector in
the wider regulatory framework which
will underpin the new sustainable
economy.

Retail Investors and Sustainable Finance

@ PIMFA_UK

What can the sector do?
• Build trust - develop and adopt measurable standards and reporting on
investment outcomes
• Consistency - fund names, objectives, investment strategies are not always well
aligned.
• Clarity - Transparency, clarity and consistency in terminology and approach
will help to give customers confidence.
• 'Greenwashing’ - is a serious consideration with retail investors as products
and funds appear to be more sustainable than they are. Consumers should be
able to trust ESG claims.
• Data – Different methodologies by data provider can create confusion.

Retail Investors and Sustainable Finance

@ PIMFA_UK

What we need from Government and Regulators
• Clear rules: The FCA's plan to set out ‘guiding principles’ for ESG / sustainability
product design and disclosure is key element in ensuring the retail investors’
participation in ESG investing.
• Clarity on divergence: The UK will need to decide how far to diverge from EU
objectives while amending for the specifics of the UK market.
• Proportionality: This is particularly important for avoiding higher costs to
smaller firms.
• Global leadership: The UK should utilise the G7, FSB and other global forums to
drive an international consensus. A patchwork of regulatory approaches does
not help the ESG globally.

PARKWELL
Research Findings and
Managing Change Effectively
25 February 2021
www.parkwell.co.uk
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i9 presentation to Joe Smith

Introduction

PARKWELL

Ian Whyte
Ian is a senior consultant and has over 20 years of
successfully delivering change in financial services,
specialising in Wealth Management. Ian’s experience of
regulatory and business change includes successful delivery
of major change programmes including MiFID I, MiFID II, and
GDPR. He is currently responsible for an ESG programme at
a global Wealth Management firm.
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Managing Change Effectively

PARKWELL

Project Definition
Define strategic goals
• Where do you want to be in 2022?
What are the high level actions that will get you there?
• Systems and data
• Investment models and approach
• Internal and external communications
• Suitability and client objectives
• Regulatory compliance
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Set off on the right foot …
Commitment
•
•
•
•
•
•

Executive sponsorship
Define success criteria
Valid business case
Realistic budget
Internal resources
Initiate and launch the
project

PARKWELL

Governance
• Dedicated project
management
• Define project structure and
roles
• Steering Committee
• Regular project status
reporting
• Stakeholder communications
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Resourcing and specialist skills
Resourcing
• Determine what skills are
required
• Identify the best internal
resources
• Plan resource usage in
advance
• Confirm resource availability
• Backfill posts if necessary

PARKWELL

Specialist skills
• Identify knowledge and skills
gaps
• Use external advisors if needed
• Use contract resource if
required
• Decide which activities must be
done internally and which
could be outsourced
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How Parkwell can help

PARKWELL

Perform impact assessment
Implementation approach
and planning
Project and programme
Management

Mentoring and
oversight
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Benefits of using Parkwell
Sector
knowledge and
experience

Dedicated
resources

PARKWELL

Robust
methodologies

Quality
assurance
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WEBINAR

ESG: Gaining an edge through
digital change

Tariq Khan
Client Development Director | Objectway

ESG
WEBINAR

AGENDA
1. Objectway at a Glance
2. Main drivers of ESG integration
— Wealth Management firms’ perspective
— Clients’ perspective

3.
4.
5.
6.

Areas needing greatest change
Objectway ESG solution
Key takeaways
Next steps

ESG

Objectway provides a holistic and
integrated front-to-back solution
that accelerates the digitalization
of the entire value chain of Wealth
Management firms

+200

30

CLIENTS

YEARS IN BUSINESS

+10

700+

COUNTRIES

TECHNOLOGY & BUSINESS EXPERTS

MAIN REFERENCES
WEALTH
MANAGER

WEALTH
MANAGER

PRIVATE
BANK (WM)

DEPOSITARY
BANK

WEALTH
MANAGER

UNIVERSAL
BANK

BUILD FOR THE FUTURE, PERFORM TODAY

WEBINAR

OUR NUMBERS
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Generating Alpha

28%

ESG funds outperforming
traditional benchmarks

Client demand
“We are seeing increased demand
from all types of clients for ESG
focused funds. Most clients want
to know that they won’t make
money at the expense of our
planet…”

18%

Fiduciary
Responsibility

“We want investors
to clearly see the sustainability
risks of their investments”
Larry Fink, Blackrock

20%

Top leadership
commitment

“We fundamentally believe in ESG and
working towards the UN SDGs”
CEO, UK Wealth Management firm

MAIN
DRIVERS OF ESG
INTEGRATION:
RESEARCH WITH
WM FIRMS

Andrew Summers, Investec

22%

Risk Mgmt
“Main challenge is integrating ESG
into a risk management
framework”
COO, UK Wealth Management firm

BUILD FOR THE FUTURE, PERFORM TODAY

WEBINAR

ESG

12%

ESG
WEBINAR

CLIENTS’
PERSPECTIVE:

― 6/10 clients would consider firms offering ESG investments highly vs others
(Compeer 2019)
― 2/3rds of millennials would prefer ESG investments and would actively
choose a WM based on this. It aligns with their values and is perceived as
lower risk (Cerulli Research 2020)
― 1/2 of clients at Vontonbel would like their advisors to provide more info on
ESG topics (based on 4500 customers online, 2020)
― Clients want a rich on demand digital experience and see their performance
in easy to read reports ‘Doing good while doing well’
― Clients found levels of reporting and on demand portfolio updates very
important - This importance is expected to increase due to ESG and it’s seen
as a differentiator between firms (Compeer Client Survey 2020)

Research with C-level
Wealth Managers - Dec 2020

Data Quality (also integrating 3rd parties)
Client Profiling
Portfolio Optimisation and Analytics
Suitability Evaluation
Client Reporting
Ongoing Monitoring

TODAY
BUILD FOR THE FUTURE, PERFORM TODAY

ESG
WEBINAR

AREAS
NEEDING
GREATEST
CHANGE

—
—
—
—
—
—

— Multiple data sources for
instrument scoring

Portfolio ESG
monitoring
preferences
Conflict

Client
preferences

Company
(instrument)
scores

— Calculated portfolio scores
SUSTAINABLE
PORTFOLIO
MANAGEMENT

— ESG & trend, momentum
exposure and history

— Portfolio monitoring
fulfillment of preferences
— What-if impact, client
preference proposals
— Reporting

Portfolio
What-if

Portfolio
ESG trend
analysis

Portfolio ESG
Exposures

BUILD FOR THE FUTURE, PERFORM TODAY

ESG
WEBINAR

OBJECTWAY ESG PORTFOLIO
MANAGEMENT

ESG

Linked with daily market
volatility

RISK DATA QUALITY SERVICE

Daily data checks and reconciliation,
New traded securities management,
Product Catalogue management

RISK & COMPLIANCE ENGINE

Risk Analytics
Suitability Monitoring & Alerting
Risk API

INVESTMENT MANAGER PMS

Risk Profiling, What-if, Risk & Suitability
Monitoring, Rebalancing & Trading in a
single platform

STRONG SUITABLE
RETURN

REPORTING &
TRANSPARENCY

BUILD FOR THE FUTURE, PERFORM TODAY

WEBINAR

PERFORMANCE
RISK &
COMPLIANCE

RISK & ESG FACTORS DATA FEED

WEBINAR
ESG

DASHBOARD

ESG
WEBINAR

TAKE AWAYS

— Client demand and mitigating risk are the top two drivers of ESG
— Integrating ESG into a risk management framework across the client
lifecycle is a main challenge
— Clients want a rich digital experience and expect to be able to see tailored
ESG reports on the go as well as on demand access to their portfolios
— Digital change can give firms a significant advantage when delivering their
ESG offering
— An integrated solution that is ESG ready will improve the client
experience, increase engagement and also improve risk management
— Leaders in ESG integration will have a competitive advantage

ESG
WEBINAR

NEXT STEPS

— ESG forum for Wealth Managers

— Insights and further details of Objectway’s ESG solution

ESG
WEBINAR

Thank You
Tariq.khan@objectway.com

07920 235957

Our Panel

David Howard
Head of Client Service
and Proposition
Rathbones

PARKWELL

Glenn Murphy
Chief Operating Officer
Stonehage Fleming

Tim Fassam
Director of Government
Relations and Policy
PIMFA
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For further information please contact:
PARKWELL
Jason Raikes
jason.raikes@parkwell.co.uk
020 7648 4848

PARKWELL

Ian Whyte
ian.whyte@parkwell.co.uk
020 7648 4848

PARKWELL

Tim Fassam
tim.fassam@pimfa.co.uk

Tariq Khan
tariq.khan@objectway.com
07920 235 957
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Future Webinars

PARKWELL

Compeer RegTech’21: Disrupting the status quo of compliance
Tuesday 2nd March 2021
Compeer & Parkwell: Making your firm an “attractive” place for Millennials to work
Tuesday 23rd March 2021
Compeer WealthTech’21: The “Next Normal” post-COVID-19’
Wednesday 28th April 2021
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